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Editorial

Dear Readers,

This last issue just before Christmas provides a lot of
interesting reading. I just hope you will have time to
spend reading and playing all that is on offer.
It is wonderful to have so many very interesting
contributions by and from anglo concertina players.
What they have to say is also of great interest to players of other systems.
Reading the interview of Noel Hill by Bill Crossland made me feel already in
a Christmas mood.
The Christmas songs can of course be played on concertinas and/or sung.

I had decided already a long time ago that I wanted to publish the articles
that you will find in this year’s special supplement. On the back cover of the
supplement you find the explanation for this. The size of this special
supplement has given me reason to ask the printers not to staple the music
in the center. Thus it will come to you separately this time. The envelope
will be larger anyway.

I have received a good response to my usual request for contributions and
have had to keep some articles for next time. But there is never too much
in order to be able to fill the magazine with interesting items. Hence: As
always I hope you will enjoy the magazine and I look forward to your
reports on events you have been to or notices of any that are coming up.

Your help in locating information is very much appreciated and if anyone
else is interested in becoming a reporter or interviewer, maybe reviewing
cds and books.....do contact me.

Have fun

Pauline

        Next deadline is 15 February 2018

Remember to renew your subscription for 2018.
See page 43.

Do not miss the news, information, interviews, cd reviews,
events, music and so on.
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INTERNET VIDEO JUKEBOX 14
With Paul Walker spinnin’ the platters

On the ICA website Webmaster Michel van der
Meiren has turned the hyperlinks into a TV-like
slideshow.

Many thanks to reader Steve Taggart who
has found a trio of unusual concertina-
related clips:

Cicco Camelio on Clarinet and Foley Fettucini on Concertina:
Concertina qui pleure, clarinette qui rit, paris qui dort (2/2)
Music experiment with the 16mm silent movie "Paris qui dort"
(France, 1925), also known as "Le rayon de la mort invisible"
featuring experimental random rumours by the incredible
randolfinarium and linacinemarinio show.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lVGzmu2ODRc&index=
2&list=RDzUO76wzUZrQ

Toy Box Trio “Through the whimsical combination of concertina,
toy-piano and double bass, Toy-Box Trio enables audiences to
experience through-composed music in an entirely new way. A
natural extension of the classical piano trio--a staple in chamber
repertoire--extended into the modern age, the Trio infuses the
concert hall experience with a world of dusty old music boxes,
haunted carnivals, and a "neo-cabaret" aesthetic.”[nb sorry, no
video but select LISTEN on Home page to hear the Trio.]

http://www.toyboxtrio.com/index.html
Anglo Songs U3A Concert [University of the Third Age] - A
Concertina Medley of English Folk Tunes played at Riverside
Stratford St Andrew, Suffolk - April 2017-an obvious crowd-pleaser!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hsthIyVDIRg

"La Paloma" Played by Bell's United English Concertina Band
Pathe 79932
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5Ez8FamVsM   Note- there is
a Forum for Gramophone 78rpm & phonograph Enthusiasts
Broadcasting Throughout The British Empire & the World, for 78 s
enthusiasts.
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Halloween has only recently passed, so a reminder of Rick
Spencer: Hexagon Zombies.
“The concertina player can be identified by the hexagon-shaped,
bellows-driven instrument in the lap and the look of intense
concentration on the face. This look is frequently mistaken for the
blank stare of the undead. At a gathering of concertina players
(properly called a "din"), someone will inevitably take a squeezebox
apart for all to marvel at the intricate inner workings. They are
addictive, dangerous and aggravating. Beware. Don't allow my fate
to become yours”. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lG5O4Sk2m74

Tony Dunn playing a Shakespeare Anglo concertina circa late
1800.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pl82di97jMY

Cormac Begley Low Low D Concertina First Recording-Irish
wiz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saUySTCZlAw

Bill Malley's Barndance- on miniature concertina (by
Krygkn?)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afsPAR6jNTA

Johnny Clegg & Savuka - Tough Enough - Heineken Concerts –
The concertina in a Roots/Pop setting,1997. Very lively.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9KZ-
ILn7LU&feature=youtu.be

Sinforiano Jimenez YA SE FUE MI GOLONDRIA (CONCERTINA
BOLIVIANA – Cueca- sunny & shimmering.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=US8jjs2oa84

Readers : please share your YouTube links of concertina
players of any genre with the editor. <>
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Bradford on Avon Carols

Anne Gregson

I’d like to tell you all about some very special and unusual
Christmas carols that we sing in the pubs in Bradford on Avon. We
have three “Sings” on Sunday afternoons in December in a different
pub each week. The atmosphere is electric and a really uplifting
experience. We have no religious affiliation but sing the carols for
the beauty and joy of them.

The idea was inspired by a tradition of singing local carols in pubs
around South Yorkshire, sometimes referred to as the “Sheffield
Carols”. It all started in 2010 when my husband, Chris Timson, and I
had the idea and coincidentally two local choir leaders who we are
friendly with had both had a similar idea to ours at about the same
time. I hadn’t realized at the time that there was already a revivalist
pub carol tradition in Stroud, less than an hour’s drive from Bradford
on Avon. The Stroud tradition started in 2001, nine years before
ours.

Very few of the carols we sing are from the standard repertoire of
Christmas carols, but many of them originated in the 18th or early
19th century at a time when most churches had a wooden gallery at
the back where choirs, accompanied by bands of mixed instruments,
led the singing. Therefore these carols are sometimes referred to as
West Gallery carols as churches normally point east and so the
galleries were at the west end of the church.

Eventually, in the mid nineteenth century the church authorities
rebelled and wanted more control so the choirs and musicians were
disbanded and church organs were brought in to replace the
musicians. The churches then introduced a new repertoire of carols
and hymns for congregational singing. Most of the familiar carols
sung in churches and carol services today come from that time,
being a mixture of carols composed at the time, a few much older
English carols and adaptations of folk carols from other countries,
some of which were translations from Piae Cantiones, a classic
songbook of the Scandinavian countries.

In some areas people wanted to carry on singing the old gallery
carols so, as they were no longer allowed to sing them in churches,
they sang them in pubs and that is where the Sheffield carols
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tradition started and it is still going today. In Padstow in Cornwall
there is a similar unbroken tradition where they sing the old carols
out in the streets.

In Bradford on Avon we have a band of mixed instruments that play
the same parts that are sung.  Current instruments include violins,
viola, cor anglais (related to the oboe but a bit lower), melodeons,
recorder and, of course, concertinas (treble and baritone). When we
don’t have a bass instrument two baritone concertinas, one playing
the bass and one playing the tenor line are very useful and
effective.

To make our carol singing unique we wanted our carols to be as
local to Bradford on Avon as possible rather than simply duplicating
the Sheffield carols, although we do borrow one or two from there.
I researched local carols from Wiltshire and Somerset and we made
these the core of our repertoire. The closest carol we found was
‘Carlingcott’, from the village of the same name which is only about
eleven miles from Bradford on Avon.

The carols together with their harmonies were taught to local choirs
by their leaders and the band rehearsed separately from the
singers. Because all the choir members had learned the carols the
pubs were absolutely packed with singers. The first pub singing
session in 2010 was the first time the band and singers had been
together which was very exciting.  Everyone sang their hearts out
and the atmosphere was electric.

For the last few years we have had a learning session to familiarize
people who are not choir members with the carols on the Saturday
the day before the pub carols start. This year it will be on Saturday
2nd December 2017 from 4.00pm at United Church St Margarets
Street, Bradford on Avon, BA15 1DD.

Over the years some of the choirs have moved on to new leaders
who are not teaching the carols so we became afraid that the
harmonies would eventually be forgotten, leaving only the main
melodies being sung in the pubs. Therefore this year we decided to
form a separate singing group to learn the carols together with their
harmonies so that people who are not members of the choirs can
join in.

The first learning session was in the historic Saxon Church in
Bradford on Avon on Sunday afternoon on 24 September.  A friend

http://www.bradfordonavon-unitedchurch.co.uk/
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of mine who is a local piano teacher agreed to help me by playing
the parts on my electric piano for me while I taught the carols and a
local choir leader offered to share the burden of teaching carols with
me so the task was not so daunting as I thought it might have been.
The acoustics and atmosphere in the church were wonderful but I
knew that we would need to find somewhere warmer for later
sessions. The landlord of the Swan Hotel kindly offered to let us use
a function room for free, so we didn’t need to charge an entrance
fee, just encourage people to buy drinks, and maybe have lunch in
the pub first. Although we started the group with just singers, later
on we brought the singers and band together to rehearse. At the
time of writing we still have two more learning sessions to go before
the actual pub sings. We have a really dedicated group of singers,
averaging about 25 each week so it is going better than I dared to
hope. I’m really looking forward to this years pub sings. If you’re
thinking of coming to one you’ll need to get there early as the pubs
get packed. Here are the details.

Sunday 10th December 2017 from 4.00pm at The Dog & Fox Ashley
Road, Bradford on Avon, BA15 1RT

Sunday 17th December 2017 From 4.00pm at The Bear 26 Silver
Street, Bradford on Avon, BA15 1JY

You can find out more from our website:
http://bradfordonavoncarols.info/

You’ll also find examples of four of the carols we sing here in
Concertina World in the music supplement. <>

Writing music for the Anglo concertina

Mick Lynn

There has been much talk in this magazine over the last year about
the lack of music for the Anglo. So much so that two friends and I
(we are all Anglo players) often talk about the subject on our
frequent rambles across the rain-drenched countryside (yes, it is
summer here).

The consensus (me) is that the nature of the instrument does not
lend itself easily to writing music down for it. Unlike the single line
of dots which the English system uses, there are many opportunities

http://www.dogandfoxinn.co.uk/
http://www.bearinnbradfordonavon.com/default.html
http://bradfordonavoncarols.info/
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for combinations on the Anglo, and you always have to make
compromises as you don’t have all the notes in both directions in
every octave.

There is also the fact that many Anglo players just make it up as
they are playing, especially when playing folk music. In fact, so
skilled are they that they can use several fingers on both hands at
the same time as well as coping with the push/pull of the bellows
(and breathing, standing, and singing). Therefore, they must have
bigger brains to cope with all the complexities of the Anglo, but are
obviously too modest to brag about it.

One of my friends had reminded me that I once wrote out ‘Tea for
Two’ for the Anglo some years ago when I did some workshops at
Broadstairs. It is in the key of F, in which I play and sing it, to
demonstrate that the Anglo can be used in that key and for that
type of song. I had lost the original when I went looking for it,
probably due to software changes, so having all the time in the
world these days I have rewritten it.

It really makes you think what you actually play when you try to
write it down, as I don’t usually think about what I am doing when I
am playing. And you also have to somehow indicate which way the
bellows are going to make sense of it for an Anglo player. When I
put together the John Kirkpatrick Tune Book for JK (still available at
www.quarry-house.co.uk by the way), I used a push/pull notation for
Mattheson’s Gigue which he plays on his Anglo and I have used this
for ‘Tea for Two’.  In case it isn’t blindingly obvious, it is all written
one octave lower than it actually sounds.

And just to show that I can do this more than once, I have also
written ‘The Liberty Bell’ as I play it on my Anglo (a C/G 40 button
Dipper). I also have a G/D Dipper in the same button configuration
so I can change it to G without having to think about it (oh, joy!).

I have proofread the music three times, so if you find a mistake,
keep it to yourself.

Have fun. <>

Music can be found in the music supplement PS
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 Play a Tango with an Anglo
Simon W. Day

To attempt to play a tango with an anglo may seem to you a mad
idea or may indeed seem perfectly reasonable. The following notes
describe my progress so far and map out the terrain to be explored.
These advances have been made with the help of Caroline Pearsall
of the London Tango Orchestra (reported in CW 471) and Korey
Ireland of the Community Tango Orchestra based in Berlin. My
thanks for their help should be noted first of all. We start by
considering the various styles in the development of tango music.

Tango began in the late nineteenth century around the Rio de la
Plata in South America, and had many influences including,
according to Horacio Salgan (1), the English country-dance. In the
late 1930s it entered its ‘Golden Era’ when large orchestras played
for dancers in a way mirroring the big band era in the USA. Pleasing
the tango dancers was the one object of the ‘orquesta tipica’ and
this strand of tango music evolved to achieve this purpose. One
orquesta tipica of note was that of Francisco Canaro who, to this
day, is regarded as having recorded the most easily danceable
music. Go to any tango lesson and Canaro will be heard; if not then
the best advice may be to find another class!

There are very many tango tunes but the following notes address
just one. ‘Cuartito Azul’ is a tango song with music by Mariano
Mores  and words by Mario Battistella. Mores happened to be the
piano player for the orquesta tipica of Francisco Canaro who
arranged this piece for dancers. A lead sheet for this tango, based
on Canaro’s recording, and arranged by Korey is included in this
edition. Have a go now at playing the melody and observe that the
A section is in short staccato notes in the key of E minor, while the B
section is in G with a much more legato feel. This contrast and
change of key is typical of very many tangos. A predictable beat is
important for the dancers so the tempo will be steady throughout.
Listen to Canaro’s recording on Youtube at this link (2). The
principal beat is 55-65 bpm in 2/4 time as originally written in the
score. We would count 110-130 bpm in 4/4 as indicated in the lead
sheet.

Canaro used rhythms to best suit the dancers and this presents a
difficulty when playing an anglo concertina unaccompanied. In the B
section there is syncopation across the bar lines in many places; for
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example bar 18 to 19. How do we produce the required accent on
beat one while the melody note is held? The answer is an ensemble
is needed so that the arrangement can dedicate instruments to
rhythm and others to melody. Canaro knew what do was doing!

Imagine a friend with her anglo who plays this Cuartito Azul
melody; now your anglo must play the rhythm. A sharp staccato
chord on the first and third beat in 4/4 would be our starting point,
as this would mark the beat clearly for the dancers. Loud but very
staccato will allow the melody to be heard too. Now add second and
fourth beats with lesser accent. There is one exception to this
pattern in the lead sheet at beat 2 of bar 33. Play the piece and you
will hear the effect of this rest. There is also a ‘syncopa’ in the
second half of bar 33. Googling ‘syncopa’ leads to a clear
explanation by Scott Morrise (3). The syncopa is the defining
rhythm of tango but it is used very sparingly. In this piece it is
appears in the melody at bar 14 and also at bar 33. Try the tune
again to hear this.

The harmonies indicated by chord symbols in the lead sheet are to
be played in this staccato fashion, although the notes should be so
short that the actual value would not be so important. Despite this
some attempt at a chord is needed. In the first few bars we have
Em,D#+,G/D and this is a real challenge. On the C/G anglo it seems
best to play incomplete chords as E with G on the push, Eb with G
on the pull and then D with G on the pull to achieve this chord
sequence. In a similar way an incomplete B7 chord can be achieved
with B with F# and A on the pull. In some cases a completely
different chord can be found that works. For example the chord at
bar 40 (diminished A over a D#) can be replaced with an F chord
and to my ear sounds acceptable.

There are words too but these are beyond my scope not being a
singer and not speaking Spanish. The title translates as ‘The Little
Blue Room’ and the words, we guess, must complete the piece. I
hope these notes encourage concertina players everywhere to play
tango music.

References:

2)  Horacio Salgan Tango Course ISBN:987-43-3660-9

3)  Francisco Canaro & su Orquesta Típica - Cuartito Azul
https://youtu.be/A7vHGlpEePQ
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4)  New rhythm: Syncopa –
https://youtu.be/KGANwn8KoeM

Cuartito Azul lead sheet rights of Korey Ireland.

Music in the music supplement PS  <>

 Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann Inis 2017
Mick Bramich

A day spent at the Fleadh, the apex of the year in Irish music, song
and dance, proved to be an Anglo watcher's field trip. In all my fifty
years of contact with the folk and traditional music of many
European countries, I had never witnessed so many Anglo
concertina players as I did on the last Monday of August, 2017, in
the town of Ennis, County Clare. And there’s the clue to why.

As most Anglo players appreciate, Clare is the hotbed of this
instrument's usage. Not only simply for reproducing the music for
the session and the concert hall but in the accompaniment of song
and, more specifically in the west of Ireland, to get the feet of the
set dancers moving with their intricate take on the Quadrille (a form
derived from military horse manoeuvres). Add to this the
competition playing and a daily Clare Concertina concert you would
suspect that nothing has been left out of the coverage.

There is plenty more. As you meander around the substantial town
centre from where all traffic has been banished, you can’t avoid
small groups, soloists and impromptu half sets all competing for the
ear and eye of the onlooker. The age band of the street players
ranges from very young (five or six years of age) with a high level
of ability to sparkling shows by early teens complete with their
showy sets. I would not like to put a value on the instruments being
displayed but I failed to notice any models from the bottom end of
the market. These youngsters were provided with quality and thus,
their abilities would grow apace. How many times have we heard
the mantra ‘to play well you need a good instrument’?

The number of players and dancers was incalculable possibly
reaching to the heady heights of a hundred; but turn a corner and
there are more. The overall feeling with which I left the streets so as
to attend the final evening concert was one of deep satisfaction that
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the future of the music, at least in Ireland, appears to be
guaranteed. While on the last event of the week, the farewell
concert, which was held in the largest marquee that I had ever
entered (catering for two thousand two hundred seated audience),
Noel Hill gave his performance highlighting the progress that can be
made with this amazing instrument and total dedication to the art of
playing it.

I doubt if such a vast array will be seen at a fleadh until the show
rolls back into Clare at some time in the future. <>

Concertina World welcomes Anglo concertina player
Mike Parnell.
His album “Mbira Korositina” had excellent critical reviews and
airplay on BBC radio. It received a four star review in Songlines’
November 2015 edition, fRoots April 2015 said ‘This is just lovely!’
and it was featured on their playlist for August/September 2014,
just after it was released.Tracks have been played on Tom
Ravenscroft’s show and podcast on BBC6music, BBC Radio 3’s Late
Junction and BBC Radio Scotland’s Travelling Folk.

Interview by Paul Walker

PW: What first gave you the idea of a fusion CD with Irish style
Anglo concertina mixing with Zimbabwean thumb piano?

MP: It’s been a long gestation. Having started playing concertina
over forty years ago I came across Zulu, Xhosa and Sotho
concertina music on the Squashbox cassette well over twenty years
ago and tried to copy some of it for our ceilidh band in the early
1990’s. I then picked up a longstanding interest in learning the
mbira in about 2006 and along with the emerging internet I was
able to search sites like the International Library of African Music for
original field recordings and old vinyl releases of mbira and
concertina music. This eventually led to the discovery of a tiny
sample of Zimbabwean concertina playing and singing in Shona, the
language of the particular mbira that I play. This then prompted
enquiry amongst the mbira players I knew both here and in
Zimbabwe. No one knew of any extant players, however Chartwell
(Dutiro) had a longstanding fascination with the sound of the
concertina so we decided to develop a kind of tribute to those
vanished players.
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PW: You seem to have a keen sense of history/storytelling of
musicians past in the two cultures?

MP: That’s probably the background I come from. My mother was
always telling stories of music and dancing back in West Cork and
also played the harmonica and melodeon for local ‘kitchen dances’,
having learnt herself from following a blind piper and accordion
player around when he visited the area (this would be back in the
late 1920’s).
I have always been drawn to music played by and for people having
a good time, particularly the interaction between dancers and
musicians, regardless of the tradition (I also play Middle Eastern
music). This something you can hear in those old ILAM recordings
where you can often hear the audience whooping and dancing
along.

PW: When did I you first meet Chartwell Dutiro?

MP: I had been fascinated by the mbira since the arrival in the UK
in the 1980’s of a number of Zimbabwean bands like Stella
Chiweshe and Thomas Mapfumo who used mbira directly (Chartwell
used to play mbira and saxophone in that band), and also bands
who emulated the complex interaction of mbira parts using electric
guitars such as the Four Brothers or the Bhundu Boys. I was lucky
enough to visit South Africa in 2005 and managed to purchase one
but didn’t know how to play it, however through West African
drumming networks I discovered Chartwell was teaching at one of
these events so I went along to learn. I have since been out to
Zimbabwe several times since and learnt from a host of excellent
players. The music is generally in a three time, though the
accompanying percussion can make this ambiguous, hence it is best
not to try to contain it within a label of 6.8 or 12.8. There is a main
mbira part to the music which develops four variations over in effect
24 pulses, another interlocking part will be played against this and
sometimes a bass mbira playing another part will be added, or a
similar mbira will play a third, fourth or even fifth part. It is complex
and hypnotic, accompanied by gourd shakers (hosho) and drums
(ngoma) and is generally used in ceremonies to evoke spirit
possession.

PW: The lyrics Dutiro sings seem like a wry criticism of colonialism.
Is that true would you say?
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MP: This is certainly true. Extensive white settlement and
displacement of the population in Zimbabwe is relatively recent,
only starting in the late 1890’s and was resisted by the population
from the start. The experience of colonialism is within living memory
in Zimbabwe and older mbira players I have met there speak of the
segregated eating, shopping, living and travelling and indirectly of
how humiliating and undermining this felt. Open anger at the time
was dangerous and music could become an expression of dissent
that was possible through allusive lyrics, even though there was
powerful suppression of local traditions such as mbira playing and,
more subtly, the promulgation of the idea that this music was
somehow inferior to that of the colonisers. This can still be
encountered in Zimbabwe and elsewhere, often in subtle forms,
such as the categorisations of world music, ethnographic
identifications of instruments as lamellophone or thumb piano rather
than the local name. I have heard mbira players challenge this idea
by dubbing the pianoforte as the finger mbira.

PW: Nice one. How come that Shona tradition has died out?

MP: This is not a question that I have any clear answers to. There
certainly seem to have been the odd older concertina player and
singer around even up to the early 2000’s but no one I have spoken
to (and many are very well connected in the Zimbabwean traditional
music world) knows of any current players. The speculation might
be that the explosion from the late 1960’s onwards of musical
creativity in using electric guitars and basses to emulate mbira
songs and playing, drew the younger generation of musicians away
from the concertina at that time, as it was not featured at all in this
development, the mbira however was. In addition the mbira has
always been embedded in the Shona belief system and ritual, in a
way that still continues to this day, while I suspect the concertina
was apart from this.

PW: Is there any evidence/theories how the concertinas used Zulu,
Xhosa and Sotho music came to be in Africa?

MP: I would refer to Dan Worrall’s excellent The Anglo-German
Concertina A Social History, where he suggests that a combination
of missionaries and soldiers spread the cheap concertinas of the
1850’s and 60’s into these areas. A similar process would account
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for the spread of the concertina in rural Zimbabwe during the latter
half of the 19th century.

PW: Did you play Anglo concertina in the ceilidh band Mike? I'm
guessing from the Tobin's track on the CD, that the repertoire was
Irish?

MP: I played a mixture of concertina and a sort of mandola adapted
from a Portuguese guitar both in the ceilidh band based in the Welsh
borders and in a thrash folk outfit called Blunt Instruments, inspired
by the Pogues back in the 80’s in the West Country. The repertoire
was anything dancy, so lot of Irish, Scottish and English dance tunes
as well as our own compositions.

PW: I love the idea of the Irish 'kitchen dances'. The English ceilidh
seems by contrast so limited-would you agree?

MP: The Irish ones are pretty high energy and also don’t need much
space. It’s a tradition where the tune linked directly to the dance, so
if you wanted to dance the Stack of Barley you played the Stack of
Barley, not just any reel. This has all got very blurred these days.

PW: This integration of music in every day life- right, is that why
Irish youngsters seem to regard it as perfectly normal to play (and
excel) on the concertina?

MP: The Comhaltas Ceoltoiri Eireann (an organisation that promotes
Irish music and culture) and Fleadhs (competitive festivals) have
much to do with this, as well as the esteem which success in
traditional dance and music competitions have in Irish culture. This
is not dissimilar to the place of the Eisteddfodd in Wales, where
there will be very local village shows and competitions where
everyone has a go, feeding into regional and then the national
competition. You could speculate that these have developed as a
response to the previous suppression of language and culture in
these areas.

PW: A linked question- have you any suggestions about how the
ICA might encourage youth involvement in playing Concertina (one
of our key aims)?
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MP: I don’t really feel particularly qualified to speak on this but I
can ramble and I am most attached to the anglo so it would be nice
to see the concertina appearing in wider musical genres. If it is seen
as a niche instrument then its appeal will be very limited to those
interested in that music. When I take the concertina out the general
public perception is of a quaint instrument that can play the Captain
Pugwash Theme. At folk festivals it is certainly appearing more in
traditional supergroups such as the playing of Mohsen Amini (Talisk
and Imar) but again this restricts its exposure. Niall Vallaly is a fine
player who broadens the scope of the instrument and when asked
how he plays such music (for example, eastern European) on a
concertina his reply was ‘don’t think of it as a concertina’. In many
ways this is the issue, people can’t stop thinking of it as a concertina
and the strong associations that concertinas have. But I play it with
an Arabic band using Hijaz or Nahawand maqams, I have played
what is known as an Egyptian beladi piece for a solo dancer with
darabukas. In South Africa it appears in mainstream pop music. So
why not use it as a basis for rap, r n b, indie, punk etc?  Broaden
the scope and the rest may follow?

PW: What can you tell our readers about the Shona culture?

MP: Again not really qualified for this. All I can say is it’s complex
and, while there are many different types and tunings of mbira, all
are embedded in the belief systems and ceremonies that connect
communities to their ancestors. The mbira.org website run by Erica
Azim in the US is very useful if readers want to explore further. This
is the section on shona culture

http://mbira.org/shonaculture.html

For traditional mbira music this video is a good start as it is William
Chitauro, my mbira teacher just playing and singing solo:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzEyhtM-Mkc

MP: (cont.) If readers like the music and want to support struggling
Zimbabwean musicians I recorded an album with him a couple of
years ago available as CD or on bandcamp for download

https://kumusha.bandcamp.com/album/kumusha

http://kumushacd.weebly.com/store/c1/Featured_Products.html
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This video gives a little flavour of the music in its context as it might
be played for a ceremony. I recorded and uploaded this with the
permission of the main mbira player Caution Shonai, a spirit
medium from the Mondoro region of Zimbabwe.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lR2yYsZVu00

PW: I love the African lyrics on the CD sleeve-so pithy.
Snapshots like Japanese haikus. Are they regarded as poems
or art in Zimbabwe?
MP: A well chosen and well sung lyric is very highly appreciated.
Many are very traditional, and if a lyricist and singer such as the
famous Sekuru Gora coins particularly apt or amusing phrases these
will be reused.  However the themes are often timeless, so the skill
is in blending these with contemporary lyrics.

PW: Chartwell Dutiro's singing is so powerful with emotive
 harmonies.  Did you improvise your concertina parts with him in
performance? Or add them later as overdubs?

MP: The core of each track was a live recording of both of us, me on
the concertina and Chartwell either on mbira or clapping and
singing. We wanted to maintain the dynamic of a live performance,
louder and softer, changing speeds along with the energy that this
brings. Chartwell then recorded harmonies over this. Then I
recorded concertina against these. These were all improvised but
sometimes followed vocal lines, sometimes worked against them,
and sometimes worked with the original concertina part to create an
interlocking mbira type sound. The drums and hosho (shakers) and
interlocking clapping were all added as overdubs last of all.
If readers are interested the album Mbira Korositina is available to
order at:

http://mbirakorositina.madefreshly.com/

PW: How is the mbira tuned?

MP: A large and complex subject. Mbiras can be made and tuned to
correspond to western major and minor scales and on the album the
mbira and concertina mostly play in G with a brief excursion into Eb.
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On the ground every mbira player has their own tuning, some of
which relate to western scales and others don’t, western visitors and
ethnomusicologists have given these tunings all sorts of names but
on asking the players themselves they report that they only came
up with the names when asked by the westerners; before that it
was just their tuning.

PW: I take it the gourd is an add-on for amplification - how is it
attached? (I bought a German thumb piano from "Knock on Wood"
ethnic music store. Not as attractive or authentic as the originals-
but easier to get into concert pitch, I thought).

MP: The mbira is wedged in the gourd with one or more sticks
depending on the players preference and used to amplify the mbira
in ceremonies or for dancing with drums (ngoma) and hosho (small
gourd shakers).

PW: Do you play the mbira for ceilidh band tunes? (I did at one
time put a rhythm part on a thumb piano to the Grand Hornpipe).

Before I took up the shona mbira I did have a Hugh Tracy kalimba,
which I used to accompany a whistle on the slow air The Blackbird,
but that’s about as far as it got.

PW: You said, "But I play it with an Arabic band using Hijaz or
Nahawand maqams, I have played what is known as an Egyptian
beladi piece for a solo dancer with darabukas." Can you explain the
termimology, Mike?

MP: Maqams correspond roughly to scales, some of which involve
quarter tones and some (fortunately for the concertina) don’t, the
hijaz scale is well known in pop music as Misirlou (the surf guitar of
Dick Dale in Pulp Fiction and more recently reworked by the Black
Eyed Peas), Nahawand is a minor scale. A beladi is a structured
piece in Arabic music evolving from a slow improvised section, to an
interaction between music and rhythm and culminating in a fast
section, the darabuka is the goblet shaped drum of north Africa
which sits on the lap.

PW: You mention the concertina is used in South African pop music-
can you point me towards those performances, Mike?
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MP: Harry Scurfield and again Dan Worrall are the authorities on
this, but the sadly deceased Shaluza Max is a good start. The video
is very bad quality but it may encourage readers to buy the album.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kev7DlRxBHM

It’s also worth looking at David Jenkins’ website as he is bringing
the concertina to audiences currently around South Africa/ There is
a good performance with concertina and maskandi guitar on his
home page.

http://www.davidjenkins.co.za

PW: What do you think of the Boer concertina music? It reminds me
a bit of the US chemnitzer polka players.

MP: I haven’t really heard much of this style I’m afraid.

PW: You've told our readers very little about the bands you play
with. More info please Mike.

MP: I think I mentioned Blunt Instruments back in the 80’s, and
then there was a ceilidh band in Shropshire and Wales called the
Border Band. For the last few years I have been playing with an
Arabic, folk, blues ensemble called the Nomads, recording and
producing CD’s with them and also with mbira players in Zimbabwe.
I also play and occasionally perform with the mbira.

PW: The more you've told us about the background to the project
with Chartwell Dutiro, the more I appreciate how important it was.
However a follow up CD, either in Shona or English relating life in
21st century GB could be fascinating.(again using mbira/concertina-
maybe plus Western instruments?) Any plans for another project?

MP: No plans currently as I am mainly focussing on work with the
Nomads and mbira playing, however it is not out of the question.

PW: Many thanks for your detailed explanations Mike; I can only
hope for another future collaboration between your anglo concertina
and Chartwell’s m’bira.

Readers: do contact Mike at:
ntxmjp@googlemail.com With your views on his fusion music.
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And see the CD review section of this edition of Concertina World for
an appreciation of Mike’s ground-breaking CD-

“Mbira Korositina”. <>

Noel Hill, the man and his music.
Bill Crossland

This interview was recorded in Ballyvaughan, County Clare, in March
2017, during one of Noel’s renowned Irish Concertina School weeks.
Suffice to say the weather was interesting and the recorded
interview has some very atmospheric background noises of the wind
trying to pull the turf fire up the chimney and out onto the thatch -
fortunately the rain prevented any conflagration…..

BC: You were born and reared in County Clare?

NH: Yes,I was born in Caherea in 1958, the sixth of eight children, I
have four sisters (two younger than me) and three brothers.
Caherea is west of Ennis on the road to Kilrush, near to a little
village called Lissycasey. My family had a small farm, 42 acres - we
had dairy cows. There was no money in the house, nor in the
houses of our neighbours, the land in that part of West Clare was
poor, no winter grazing, the holdings small and the families big. But
there was a great pride in the people, no lack of that, and they had
everything laid out so neat and beautiful…..

My father died young, in September 1975, and in October we got
the results of the TB Eradication Scheme test on our cattle – the
cows would be injected, the vet would come back and look for
reactors in the herd – if you lost one animal or two it would mean
the difference between a good and a bad Christmas – those animals
would be taken of the farm and slaughtered, you wouldn’t get the
meat price, nor the market price, only the tanning value - it could
be a disaster. Vets and farmers were very close, they were the
doctors of the land and herds – the vet was a great friend of the
family, but he had to tell my mother that every one of the animals
on the farm were reactors. The following day a 30ft lorry with a
trailer on it came into the yard and every animal was taken away,
and my father not a month in his grave. So, no stock on the land
and my mother had to build it back up again one animal at a time –
eight children to raise, no father…. it was a horrific position to be in.
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They were all dairy cows so the income from the creamery for the
milk was all gone. Everything we ate, except flour, sugar and tea,
we got from the land. All the vegetables were from the farm, we
had pigs and killed two a year, salted down in barrels to cure, then
we brought in fish, mackerel, and salted and dried them to cure as
well. We used to sell turf from the bog in the market in Ennis, nine
miles away, taking it on the horse and cart. My uncle Padraig had
bought us a tractor, a Ford 3000 and my father finished paying it off
a month before he died….. He died young, 59, he broke his back
working to bring us up, and my mother broke hers twice over but
lived until 2015, a year short of her 100th birthday, a hard life but a
long one.

BC: Was yours a musical house?

NH: Music was important in the household, with great players
washing through the house and I was exposed to it from the earliest
age – I’d lie in bed and listen for hours and hours, soaking it in.

BC: And when did the concertina come along?

NH: Our first concertina was brought into our house when I was
very young, and it wasn’t bought for me – my mother bought it in
Baker’s Shop in Ennis, a shop just off the Square. It was brand new,
the German type, a 20 key, for £7 10s, which was a lot of money for
my mother in those days, but it wasn’t very good quality. It had
only 20 keys which was totally limiting, but I knocked sparks off it
for two years. It was bought for my older brother Johnny, but we all
had a liking for music in the house, we had whistles and all sorts of
cheap instruments – I remember the first instrument I got was a
very short harmonica that came out of a Lucky Bag and I could
knock a tune out of that too. Then the concertina came into the
house and I used to sneak to it on a Sunday when I’d say I didn’t
want to go to mass, I wasn’t feeling that well, but I really wanted to
stay home and have a go on the concertina.…. I was banned from
touching it because I had a reputation for breaking things, or taking
things apart and putting them back together the wrong way around
– curiosity I suppose!! So, I was getting to the concertina quietly,
I’d be about eight years old at the time.

One night I remember, the concertina was on the table and we used
to have the oilcloth covering the table hanging about a foot over the
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sides - anyway, there was some tune being played and I actually
could play it, even though I wasn’t known to play! I took the
concertina up and put it under the table, behind the oil cloth, and
started playing along with the tune my brother was learning. My
mother asked, “Who’s playing that now” and of course it was me.
........I was outed! Then I learned tunes from my mother, like the
Clarecastle Reel we used to call it when MacMahon and I used to
play, that was one of her favourites.

BC: Were you parents players?

NH: Both my mother and father played concertina, but in those
days, once you were married and bringing up children (eight in my
family) the instruments were often put aside – the only reason my
parents picked them up again was because I was playing, and my
mother realised I could play, she wanted to teach me her tunes –
she loved “hearty” reels and slow airs, but my father loved
hornpipes and polkas. Polkas were common in West Clare, probably
coming across the Shannon estuary from Kerry. ..... There was
always a polka set for dancing in West Clare. On the winter nights
you’d have music more but in summer you were too busy to have
time for it, the hay, the bog, and cattle and the garden and all that.
The nights of the long end of the year were when you’d have more
music. The two best players in the area were both great aunts of
mine, Katie Finnucan on my father’s side and Delia Hayes on my
mother’s side, both great players according to people who knew
music, but I never heard them.

We used to live very close to the school in Caherea - I ‘d play the
concertina for probably an hour before I went to school when I was
in first and second class. My mother used to have to come in from
her work on the farm to chase me out to go to school. And then we
had a replacement teacher when I went into the fourth class, Peg
Martin was her name, from Kilrush, she loved the music and would
teach us dancing. She’d have me bring the concertina in every
Tuesday, put all the desks back to the wall and we’d have dancing.
This was a rare thing in education for that time. In those days it was
all books and catechisms, and here we had a teacher who wanted
music and dancing and singing, and I loved it! I was in my element
and I remained great friends with her, she was a great teacher –
she passed away recently just short of her 80th birthday.
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My sister Nuala played concertina, and her children too – and she’s
taken it up again now they are all playing - my brother Paddy down
in Cork was a schoolteacher and he’s playing again now - I’m tuning
a concertina for him - and my own children and most of my nieces
and nephews are playing – not all concertina, some fiddle and pipes,
and so the world goes round. My older brother Johnny and my other
sisters Rose and Collette played a bit, but it was Nuala and I who
played the most. We played in the Fleadh’s as a duet, but the rules
stated you weren’t allowed to play the same instrument…. But we
did, and in the County Fleadh in Clare we were given first place and
sent off to the Munster Fleadh, the Provincial Fleadh, where we won
again, even though it was against the rules! We got to the All
Ireland, where we were finally disqualified, the rules couldn’t be
bent any further – it’s just that the adjudicators in the earlier bouts
didn’t want to disqualify us!

BC: The concertina is often called the women’s instrument in Clare?

NH: Yes, but that had all changed when I was young – Mrs Crotty
died in 1960, and there was Mrs Dinan still playing over in East
Clare – the playing was resting on the shoulders of the menfolk who
were left with only fragments of the concertina tradition, and mainly
down in Clare. Gerald Haugh, Tommy MacCarty and Tom Carey
would be at the younger end of the generation, but it was all the
men that were left, maybe a generation and a half. They kept the
concertina thing going, then with the increased TV and radio
exposure that came along after the LP I recorded with Tony Linnane
in 1978, this fired a new younger generation of concertina players.

BC: And when you were young, the music was played mainly for the
dance?

NH: When I was young, if you couldn’t play for the dancers you
weren’t very welcome, which was a pity really because there were
great players who wanted just to play for just the music – but they
were well able to play for the dancers too and could turn it up when
they had to! The Dance Halls Act in 1935 had a considerable
negative effect on traditional music and social life in rural Ireland
generally. The church wanted control of the people, their morality,
the way they entertained and socialised. The act attempted to ban
the house dances which up to then couldn’t be controlled as they
wished, forcing the dances into dance halls, supervised by the
clergy. It was a form of Taliban control of the people in old Ireland!
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If you continued to hold house dances, your name could be called
from the altar at Mass! It was an awful thing to do, but in our house
when I was small we continued with house dances. My father was a
religious man but also a very independent man – I don’t think he
paid any attention to the church’s disapproval. He stood up for his
beliefs – I remember him coming to our school, we had only three
teachers, one of whom (a lady) was very fond of corporal
punishment – he threatened the principle that if a hand was laid on
any of his children he would see them in the High Court and that
was extremely unusual at that time for anyone to question or
challenge the establishment in that way.

It must have been raining concertinas when I was brought into the
world, but I’d have preferred to be a piper! But to be a piper you
had to get a set of pipes and get them working, there was no
support system for piping outside of Dublin in those days. Clare had
Willie Clancy, Martin Talty and Martyn Rochford, but by the time I
would have been able to get hold of a set of pipes I would have
been too old and cranky, I wouldn’t have been able to manage it!

BC: Who were your early influences?

People like Paddy Murphy, Paddy Canny, my uncle Paddy (Páraic in
Gaelic), and at that time the County Engineer for Clare was Sean
Reid who originally came from Northern Ireland, he played pipes
and fiddle, and piano with the Tulla Ceili Band. He and my uncle had
cars and would drive over to East Clare and pick up Paddy Canny
and bring him over to our house. My uncle would fetch Paddy
Murphy and Peter O’Lochlain from West Clare, all the furniture
would be moved out of the big room in the house and we would
have house dances there when I was small, long before I had
started playing myself. In fact I remember standing at the same
height as Paddy Murphy’s knees and watching his big agricultural
hands playing the concertina, not knowing that the instrument
would subsequently play such a part in my life!

Paddy Canny (fiddle) was one of the greatest players in Clare at that
time, no doubt about that, we had Canny in East Clare, Clancy in
West Clare. We had Joe Ryan, Bobby Casey, and Patrick Kelly of
Cree, John Kelly, from out near Loop Head, the most westerly tip of
Clare, all those great players. Clancy and Canny were incredible
players.
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BC: And other concertina players?

NH: Back in the late 60’s, there was only a group of older concertina
players remaining, there was Tom McCarty over in London and
Solus Lillis, Franky Mescall, Johnny McMahon, Sonny Murray, Chris
Droney from North Clare, Packie Russell and Packie Flanagan,
Bernard O’Sullivan. Paddy Halpin, and Gerald Haugh in my area,
Paddy Murphy, Mickey Connors in Kilmaley and Tom Carey in West
Clare, then over in East Clare, really, there was only John Naughton
and Mrs Dinan left there…. They were all of an age, a generation
that had kept it going until my generation – the line just reached me
My Uncle Paddy was very influential in my life, he had a good
concertina, a Wheatstone, and I just got the concertina bug and
loved playing on it. In effect I linked that older generation of players
to what has happened to the concertina in modern times.

BC: Were you taught to play??

NH: The biggest (and only!) school for teaching music in Clare at
that time to my knowledge was run by Frank Custy, a school
teacher in Toonagh National School. He had hundreds of students
and my father and mother brought myself and some of my siblings
to that school, they wanted us to learn the music - by then my
father had a car to get us there. I was the only concertina player
there, amongst all the fiddles, melodions, accordions and whistles
and banjos – Frank had no idea initially what he was going to do
with me! He asked my mother to get me to play a tune for him, I
remember it clearly, sitting out in the hallway of the school – I
played a tune, he immediately took a keen interest in me and asked
that I be brought back the next week. He didn’t know the keyboard
and notes on a concertina but in that time, he’d gone to a local
player, I think it was Gerdie Commane, with his whistle, and he
figured out the keyboard. He gave me a plan of the concertina to
start working on, but to say the least it was a bit illogical.

Then I started seeing a lot more of Paddy Murphy, through my
Uncle Paddy, who was a schoolteacher in Dublin. He would spend
every holiday time down with us in the house where he was born
and raised, he’d lock up the school and come down home, as he
would say. He was very friendly with all the musicians, particularly
with Willy Clancy, Paddy Canny, John Kelly, Paddy Murphy and all
the Clare musicians.
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He had a car before we did, I was promoted to the front seat of the
car and brought up to Connolly to see Paddy Murphy for tunes and
wonderful conversation. It opened up a whole new way of playing
for me. I knew that the notes that I was looking at on the plan I had
didn’t match up with the notes that Paddy was hitting on the
concertina. I could hear the note in my head, see where he was
hitting it on the concertina and it wasn’t the same, so I had to
readjust my approach to the layout and my system on the
keyboard. He was a great player, but he didn’t really teach – I never
sat down with Paddy and be told what way or how he was playing a
tune, he’d never say “Do this” or “Play it that way”, I’d just sit and
listen and watch, and I’d think and consider.  “That’s not where I’m
playing that note” - because a concertina is laid out in such a way as
to give you various options for multiple notes and it can get very
confusing! Paddy would always always be encouraging you, “you’re
doing great now” he’d say when he spotted I’d changed the way I
was playing. I’d a craving in me, if I could only do that or sound like
that I would be in heaven.

I was also attempting to push the limits of the concertina. Previously
it had been limited to the middle octave, a lot of that having been
dictated by the two row 20 key that people were playing. My uncle
had the 30 key Wheatstone, that instrument would be in our house
for two weeks at Christmas and Easter and a month and a half over
summer. I played that concertina, with its three rows of keys - all
the notes I needed to play the music I was hearing in my head and
wanting to bring it out on the concertina. I could then go at these
big tunes with the wider range of the 30-key instrument. I now had
the range to play the big fiddle repertoire of tunes that went down
to the fourth string on the fiddle and set myself the challenge. That,
and the piping repertoire was what brought me to the next level.

BC: At that time a lot of the concertina players of the older
generation had good instruments which were brought into County
Clare by relatives coming home for Christmas or summer holiday?

NH: Yes - my Uncle Paddy arranged for me to get a good 30 key
Jeffries concertina. It was brought over from London by Paddy
Corry, who was a brother of Paddy Murphy’s wife Delia. He brought
it over with him for Christmas when he was on a visit. There was a
man locally called Mick Falvey who lived in London and he’d bring
home a decent instrument most Christmas' when he came home.
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To give you an idea of prices at the time, Gerald Haugh bought two
Jeffries concertinas for £16 old Irish punts. Tom Carey and John
Kelly had Crabb concertinas, Solus Lillis a Jeffries, Sonny Murray a
Wheatstone. Tom McCarty had very good concertinas because he
was living in London and had the pick of the crop. Packie Russell
had a Jeffries, but he didn’t own it, it was bought by O’Connors pub
in Doolin for him to play - he was great player. Chris Droney bought
a new Wheatstone from the factory in the 50’s from the proceeds of
a BBC interview he’d given in London. Either the BBC were paying
big fees or concertinas were cheap! That was the same time as my
uncle Paddy bought a wooden ended Wheatstone, I have that
instrument still…..

There is footage of Paddy Murphy playing with the Tulla Céili Band
and it was my uncle’s concertina he was playing – he used to give it
to him on loan for competitions and big events – years later Paddy
Murphy would give me his concertina on loan to play in competitions
long before I got a good instrument myself. On those occasions
there would be the usual excursion up to Paddy’s house a couple of
days before the Fleadh to pick up his very good Jeffries, then on the
Sunday, we’d be back to Paddy’s again to drop it back. As the crow
flies it was about four miles across the bog from our house but in an
old Morris Minor it was a long way round, about 10 miles of bad
roads! Gerald Haugh, from Lissycasey, just down the road from us,
used to set out on his bike, often late in the evening, when all the
animals and children were bedded down, with his concertina
wrapped in an old fertiliser bag and strapped on the carrier of the
bike, and cycle up to Paddy’s to learn tunes. This would mostly be in
winter when Gerald’s farm work allowed him a little more time, and
the return journey, often on nights when you wouldn’t put a dog
out, wouldn’t start until two or three o’clock in the morning.

BC: How had Paddy developed his style?

NH: Paddy had developed a distinctive style but I’m not sure how –
he’d played the 10 key melodeon as a younger man, then he got a
concertina, and I think he was just a good musician who played with
and kept the company of good fiddle players and pipers.  I saw what
he was doing and took it on after that. And I took on a different
repertoire of music too – most of the concertina music in those days
was played in the upper register, none of it went down onto the
fourth string of the fiddle. Nobody was playing tunes like that on
concertina, they were raised on and used to the 20 key box which
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didn’t allow you to go well into the lower register. Consequently, it
seemed to me that the musical repertoire on the concertina was
narrow.

There’s very few recordings of Paddy Murphy at his best. The recent
CD of his playing would cover the period from the late 60’s to early
70’s.

BC: And then you began to hear other great musicians?

NH: Yes, I began to spend time with Pat and Mary Linnane in
Corofin - Pat had met my father at the creamery, and had heard me
playing in some concert in the Holy Family Hall, in Ennis, and
wanted to get me up to Corofin – and of course, that was the
beginning of my musical relationship with his sons Tony and Sean,
and I made many great friends up in Corofin.

At that time Tommy Peoples, that great Donegal fiddle player, had
married a Kilfenora woman and was living there, about 8 miles up
the road. He in turn was great friends with Matt Molloy the flute
player from Roscommon, and all these great players started coming
through Corofin – they were young men in their twenties, but they
seemed a lot older to me - I was a mid-teenager at the time and I
was listening to and playing with these great musicians and that
was a challenge. Prior to that I was very influenced in my style and
approach by Paddy Murphy, my Uncle Paddy and people like
Sonny Halpin and Mrs Crotty, but when I started hearing Molloy and
Peoples, they had a different repertoire, different tunes, many with
a strong Donegal influence, and mostly going down onto that fourth
string of the fiddle. What we were playing had been very much in
the middle octave, but tunes like “Dr Gilbert’s reel”, “The Humours
of Lissadell”, “Jackson’s reel”, my ears exploded when I heard that
up close. It was a whole repertoire I hadn’t heard before,
particularly the Donegal slant on it. So, there was a period between
when I was fourteen and eighteen years old when I went through a
big change in my style and repertoire – I was only nineteen when I
made the record with Tony Linnane, five years earlier I’d been an
entirely different player.

BC: And your beginnings as probably the first professional
concertina player?
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NH: From the age of thirteen I started earning money from playing
the concertina and that early income went towards my upkeep in
the house, clothes, shoes, school books and so on. There was a
great pub in Kilmahill, West Clare, called Carey’s - I was playing
there one Sunday afternoon and a relative of the owner, who was a
successful businessman in America came in with some friends and
heard us playing. He asked if we’d like to go to America and he
would arrange it! I was only young then, 15 or so, I said I’d have to
ask my father! His name was Tom Moroney, he’s still hale and
hearty, I met him a few months ago for the first time in 44 years!
He guaranteed my healthcare, travel and welfare, and cleared it
with my mother and father who knew of him, and off I went to
America. That was in 1974, I went to New York, played six nights a
week in a bar, and worked through the day in a restaurant kitchen
at about 100oF - peeling onions, carrots, spuds and turnips, in
enormous noise and heat, from ten in the morning until three in the
afternoon.

We used to play in the pub every night except Sunday, and on
Sunday I’d go to Gilfeather’s Bar in Leeds, upstate New York. Andy
McGann (fiddle) and Joe Burke (accordion) would be the mainstays
there, with Larry Redigan (fiddle), Larry Reynolds and Mickey
Flanagan (the banjo player from the Flanagan brothers), Sean
McGlynn, great Galway accordion player, Charlie and Martin
Mulvahill, Johnny Cronin (fiddle and accordion) and Paddy Reynolds,
all expatriate Irish living in America. I got to know all these people
very well, they were the greats of the time and I got to hear their
music to add to all the stuff I’d been getting in Ireland. It was the
kind of music I hadn’t really been exposed to previously, these guys
were playing a repertoire of beautiful tunes and the style and
phrasing was something I knew I had to try to put onto the
concertina. These players were a revelation, each one of them like a
walking library of music.

After all of that I had to come back to Ireland and continue with my
secondary education, but I went back to America again in 1975 and
stayed in a house with Larry Reynolds and Charlie Mulvahill, and
again was exposed to the music of those great players – Andy
McGann playing all the Coleman’s tunes, here it was live in front of
you and in your face – recorded music from the 1920’s that I’d
heard in the background as a child from 78’s, but now hearing it up
close….. It made me wonder then where it could take me. I didn’t
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know that I would become a professional musician, but I had a kind
of musical determination and a strong instinct – I wanted to follow
that, and music kept drawing me in. My mother wanted the best for
us all, she was very supportive after my father died, but she
actually thought I never had a proper job! Even before my father
died I was earning money here and there playing, all money that
went back into the household. When I was in America I was earning
$150 a week – I’d take out what I needed, which wasn’t much
because food and lodgings were provided for me. I’d go to the bank
up the road and send the remainder back to my father. That money
went back into keeping the ship afloat at home and I never saw it
again.

BC: And you ended up in Dublin?

NH: I finished my secondary education at St Flannan’s college in
Ennis in 1976, but while I was still in school I would get regular
invitations to play in the Traditional club at Slattery’s in Dublin –
that was the premier music club in Ireland at the time. It was a
couple of pounds admission fee at the time, and people went there
to listen – if you didn’t you were asked to leave! I recall going to
play at a folk club in Bulger’s Hotel in Tullaghmore, which was a
Thursday night club. There were a few lads there down from Dublin
who asked me if I’d go back with them to play for the weekend and
subsequently it took me all of 24 years to get out of Dublin….. I
toured the world from there and also started teaching
professionally. I worked for both radio and television but have
always considered myself a professional musician. I married, got
divorced and won custody of my two children, and brought them up
as a single parent.

I loved Dublin - at that time it had so many folk clubs. You could do
two gigs on a Friday night, Taylor’s Hall or at the Rowing Club in
Island Bridge. The Traditional Club was on a Wednesday, the Twa
Corbies club in Slattery’s on Thursday, the Pavee’s Club run by old
John Keenan was on Tuesday - John Keenan used to give me a lot of
gigs. Saturday nights folk club was at the Meeting Place in Dorset
Street and was run by Eilish Moore, Christy’s sister and there was
another club in the same place on a Sunday night. In those days
people used to pay to come in and listen to the music which was
great support for us musicians, there was none of this music playing
in the corner and people talking over it…. Dublin was great then, no
money, but people would find a few bob to pay for and listen to
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music. The money for the musicians wasn’t great, but the most
important thing was that they were listened to. In those days you
couldn’t and wouldn’t get away with playing badly.

London was also a great place for music, I used to play a lot over
there, nowadays I very rarely get over. London was teeming with
great players, at one point, Séamus Ennis and Willie Clancy were
over there, Bobby Casey and the great Roger Sherlock all lived
there – I lived there myself a little while – and in New York. I’ve
been around!

BC: You speak fondly of Séamus Ennis and Willie Clancy, what was
their influence on you?

NH: Well, Willie died in 1973, I was only 14 then, but I heard an
awful lot of his playing as I grew up – I played as a young lad at
many concerts where Willie was also playing. As a 10-year-old,
looking up at these mighty, tall monuments of men and music was a
real revelation. To see Clancy just tuning the pipes, the power that
came from the pipes, the excitement when he blew them up and
started playing, the regulators and all of that – it was powerful stuff
and me just a little nipper playing on a little shoebox of an
instrument. Through my uncle, a good friend of Willie, and who
recorded lots of his music, I heard hours and hours of Clancy
playing and that I would say has been the biggest influence on my
playing – that and Séamus Ennis.

I met Séamus when I was 12 and got to know him very well in my
late teens. When I moved to Dublin I was eighteen and Ennis used
to play regularly the Traditional Club at Slattery’s in Capel Street. A
lot of the time he would stay with me on the Wednesday and
Thursday night and I would drive him home to Naul on the Friday,
all the time talking about music and about Clare - he always had a
soft spot for Clare. I got to know his ways, he was a great, great
player, what more can I say that hasn’t already been said about
him.

He opened up a whole thing in my head about the music and
particularly about the slow airs. It was the same with all the great
players like Patrick O’Keefe, Willie Clancy, Julia Clifford and Denis
Murphy. They would play the dance music, they might play three or
four jigs, reels or hornpipes, whatever, but then there would be
always be a slow air - and then more dance music and another air.
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The modern ways and sessions aren’t structured like that
unfortunately. There is so much that I learnt from listening to their
almighty slow air playing that has stuck with me – so much deep
emotion and power that you don’t get in dance music. It gets down
to the very base of the human condition, that reflection of our
people, our country, our history. All of that comes out in the slow
air. Tony MacMahon was also influenced by that same generation,
he has a great way with the slow air and I worked a lot with him. I
think in the modern life there is less room for the slow air, it would
be a lost cause in the pubs today. I’m very taken with the songs
that go with the airs, but that was the way I was brought up with
the music.

BC: And you knew Micho Russell well?

NH: I met Micho in the early 70’s at the Willie Clancy Summer
School, right at the beginning, but I’d have played at concerts with
him before that around the county. There were some mighty
concerts when I was very young with Willy Clancy, Peter O’Loughlin,
Paddy Murphy, and Paddy O’Brien and Seamus Connolly, and Micho.
I used to play solo as a young lad about 12 years old at these
concerts – that’s when I was up close to these powerful players, a
real eye opener for me.

Nobody distilled the music like Micho Russell – to the uninitiated his
music sounded simple, but it was anything but. If you tried to
analyse it, it was far from simple – Micho dropped all the stuff
around the periphery of the tune that others paid a lot of attention
to and he had this rare ability to ignore what was musically
frivolous, he had no truck with that.

And that is what I want to do, try to prevent the concertina
interfering with your musical expression, that’s the thing. If the
music gets caught up and tangled in the instrument, then I consider
I’ve failed.

BC: You were probably one of the first people to record the slow airs
on concertina?

NH: Slow airs weren’t traditionally played on the concertina,
although Solus Lillis and Brody Kearse from up near Corofin had
recorded airs. They would be played much more frequently than
you’d hear in today’s world, which I think is a pity, but I’m close to
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the airs, I think they’re the foundation stone of it all. It’s a challenge
taking on some of the big airs on the concertina because it’s an
instrument with a short bellows. You’re trying to represent the
singer and the lungs (the bellows) are very small – with a limited
amount of air and you must get the phrasing right, I believe the
phrasing is everything. It’s a challenge to play an air well on any
instrument, and the concertina is certainly difficult. One of the airs I
play on the latest CD is Ó Rathaille's Grave – Aodhagán Ó Rathaille,
the famous gaelic poet, he died in 1726 and is commemorated in
that great air. These airs are ancient pieces of music, and all this old
music has been filtered through time. Lots of music didn’t make it,
many priceless manuscripts were destroyed yet some the great
music survives

I got it from Julia Clifford, a great fiddle player. I hear her as I play
it, it was heart-breaking the emotion she could bring to it, so
lonesome and yet so proud.

BC: Do you teach your students airs and is that difficult??

NH: Yes, absolutely, though they are the hardest thing to teach.
Listening is the key, I play it again and again for them and try to get
them to go behind the tune. You must try and transcend the actual
instrument – if the instrument is caught between you and the
musical statement you are trying to make, you have to try and get
the instrument out of the equation and have the command of the
concertina to get across it and deal with the sentiment and emotion
of the song.

The whole thing is to circumvent the instrument and bring out
what’s in your heart and soul and the whole emotional experience of
your background, your people, the conscience of your people and
their history, bring that out through this little thing that’s on your
knee and get it out there as an expression of your soul – that’s
when its right……

BC: How do you approach teaching?

NH: I actually got off to a bad start on how the keyboard worked
myself, and thought to myself “how do I put what I’m doing into
something understandable for the young novice player”? I distilled it
down to the very heart of the instrument, in its simplest form you
know, if you do this you are going to have a certain effect on the
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phrasing compared to using a different combination of the same
notes on other buttons where the notes are replicated. The middle
of the instrument is completely replicated, you have the same notes
available on the pull or push, you have three A’s, three G’s, two C’s,
two D’s, two B’s, E’s and so on. Which one you use has a similar
effect as the up or down bow on the fiddle and having all the
experience that I’d had of watching and playing with fiddle players,
and the pipers and flute players, I figured that the way I heard the
music, the way the phrasing that I wanted in the music influenced
my approach as to whether I was using the notes on the pull or the
push of the concertina keyboard. And that’s what I try to distil into
my teaching. Forget about the extremities of the instrument at the
beginning, if you can get the middle right you can work out to the
extremities later.

It really is down to the phrasing – just like singing -  the bellows are
your lungs and they have limits, you have to get the bellows right to
get the phrasing and the concertina is very unforgiving in that
respect – and how you phrase a tune will make it or break it……

BC: Where did you learn about the mechanics of concertinas?

I was lucky in getting over to London quite a lot in the 70’s and I
got a lot of help there on the practical side of concertina
maintenance. There was no-one in Ireland doing maintenance then.
I got to see Harry Crabb in Islington with Tommy McCarthy –
Tommy used to be welcomed into the workroom of the shop, not
many people got beyond the counter there, but Tommy did. Harry
Crabb seemed to have great respect for him, we walked in the door,
lifted up the counter like in a pub and into the workshop - that was
where all the talking was done. Harry and Neville were so nice to me
and so helpful, they showed me all the little tricks, making springs
and bellows, tuning and so on, and they also let me take
photographs, which I still have. They were very formal and very
lovely people, Harry dressed in a brown overall like a storeman, and
Neville – Neville looked like a film star wearing a collar and tie inside
an overall!

They were very helpful to me, and so was Steve Dickinson. And I
learnt a lot about tuning from Steve, about the steel used in the
reed making, how to tune the whole concertina. He made me the
tuning rig that I still use today. I started out on some basic models -
Lachenal concertinas that I tuned as practice and gradually became
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brave enough to tackle better instruments and reeds. I learnt about
the sweet spot on a reed and how to move closer to it or further
away from it. I never let anyone touch the tuning of the instruments
I play - all the great instruments I have, I look after myself. My
concertinas are probably not tuned to any particular exact
mathematical pitch, they are tuned to how I want to hear them! I’ve
had some great instruments, some I’ve passed on to other players
that I wished I owned now….. I have three great Linotas, ebony
ended from the premium Wheatstone period, three Jeffries, all in
different pitches, two Dippers and three Carrolls. I have a few good
Lachenals and a good Jones – I probably have enough concertinas
at this stage….!

BC: And your recordings?

NH: It was almost unheard of to be a professional musician back in
the days when I first met Matt Molloy and Tommy Peoples; I was
the first on the concertina. You had to have a strong confidence for
what you were doing, and to get a record deal in the 70’s was a
rarity. We had made a record in 1975 when I was 16, while I was
still in school, with Kieran Hanrahan, Tony Callanan and Tony
Linnane, the group was called Inchiquin. We subsequently broke up,
half the group went on to form Stockton’s Wing, and Tony Linnane
and myself toured Germany as Inchiquin after the split. We had
Barry Moore join us (now Luka Bloom) and we recorded in Germany.
(This record is no longer available)

The record with Tony Linnane was the other outcome of the split,
that record wouldn’t have happened if it weren’t for Christy Moore.
We’d talked to Gael Linn and EMI, they weren’t interested, but
Christy had just recorded an LP with Tara and he banged on doors
for us – you can make a record now in your bedroom, or under the
table, but in those days, you had to get a record deal as there was
enormous money involved in studios and equipment. Tony and I
recorded in 1978 and the LP was released in 1979 (Noel Hill and
Tony Linnane, Tara Records 2006). Matt Molloy, Micheál Ó
Domhnaill and Alec Finn came in and played on it and the rest is
history – the record went all over the world and is still being sold
out there. People still seem to like it and it was the start of the
concertina becoming a mainstream instrument in the Irish tradition.

BC: Was there much recorded concertina music before that?
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NH: Ciarán Mac Mathúna who was a renowned broadcaster,
recorded Mrs Crotty and Chris Droney, and broadcast them regularly
on his Sunday morning radio programme, which was prime-time –
around Ireland at that time the radio was a big thing and it would
be on in every house as they got ready to go to mass, so you had to
listen whether you wanted to or not! Very little of Paddy Murphy or
the other players was available or broadcast. Tony MacMahon
presented a TV programme on RTE called Ag Deanamh Cheoil,
Paddy was recorded for that programme, but the tapes were reused
and all the material lost. I was recorded for that program a couple
of times, one survives, recorded in 1972, aged 14 and in my first
long trousers, sitting next to Seamus Ennis.

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVU3pSHQcFE)

Neil Wayne recorded a lot of the older players in 1974, mostly in
Clare, and released six LP’s on the Topic Free Reed label (still
available), but there wasn’t much else, whereas piping and fiddle
players were being recorded and played – so we came along,
concertina duet with fiddle and accompaniment by players like Alec
Finn and Mícheál Ó Domhnaill. People really seemed to take to it - it
was on the radio and got so much airplay, people got to know the
record and liked the music.

I did a record with Christie Moore called “The Iron Behind the
Velvet” around 1978, then Planxty reformed and Tony Linnane and I
joined and toured with them. We recorded “The Woman I loved So
Well” (1980) with Planxty.

And then the next recording was the solo Irish Concertina 1 (1988),
which I recorded down in Cúil Aodha, in West County Cork, just
three days after we’d buried my Uncle Paddy who had died in
Dublin. He was brought down and buried in Lissycasey – my heart
was broken. I travelled down there on a Friday, and recorded in a
studio in Baile Mhúirne late one night and recorded about nine of
the tracks, came out about half past three in the morning and it was
mostly done. My whole disposition at that time was one of terrible
loss, I really missed my uncle, so I felt a lot of the tunes were for
him and that he wasn’t far away either…

Tony MacMahon and I made two live records featuring set dancers -
I gCnoc Na Graí – (In Knocknagree) in 1985 and Aislingí Céoil
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(Music of Dreams) in 1993, which also featured the singing of Iarla
Ó Lionáird.

Irish Concertina 2 followed in 2005 with Liam O’Connor, Alec Finn,
Brian McGrath, Arty McGlynn and Steve Cooney, people I’d worked
and played with a lot and all brought together for this recording.

BC: And then Irish Concertina 3, just released in 2017 - Live in New
York

NH: Yes, most of my previous CD’s featured other players, but a lot
of my close friends who would be real followers told me more than
once that I should release a solo CD. I did the concert in New York
where it was recorded, gave it to Jack Talty, who has his own Studio
and record label (Raelach). I simply asked Jack what he thought of
it and he said it should be released so that’s how it came about. Live
in New York, in front of an audience – there’s no place to hide, and I
just gave it full blast! No accompaniment – I know I’m launching the
CD around Ireland with accompanists like Frankie Gavin, but most
of my work in my professional career has been out on stage on my
own in front of an audience with nothing but an instrument the size
of a shoebox on my knee.

BC: You’ve never been drawn to the more contemporary sounds?

NH: You hear a lot of music played today with a lot of syncopation
throughout and a lot of rhythmic hysteria - I’ve never been drawn to
that; I’d get bored with it very quickly. But I hope the filtration of
future generations will take effect and only the great music will
survive.

BC: Your interpretation of “common” pieces  often takes the music
to a whole new level – like the Silver Spear or Banish Misfortune on
Irish Concertina 3….

NH: Well, as I’ve said, I’ve been very influenced by piping, by great
fiddle players and flute players, and I hope you can hear that in my
music. The Silver Spear I always associate with Séamus Ennis, he
could play that tune every night of the week and he’d have a
different flight path into it each time. I think, and I hope that I take
a similar approach. Banish Misfortune was a favourite of my Uncle
Paddy, he couldn’t get enough of it. My playing of this was
influenced by the fiddler Patrick Kelly of Cree in West Clare, I never
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met him but there are some great recordings of him, which were
made when he was in bed, as he suffered ill health. He was
possessed with music.......

BC: And you returned to the West?

NH: I came back to the west coast with my two children, Sean and
Aisling, to County Galway rather than Co. Clare, for the Gaelic
language, I moved to the Conamara Gaeltacht. It would have been
easier to move back to where my siblings lived in Clare, especially
bringing up my two children as a single parent, but I wanted them
to be native speakers of the Gaelic language. I still live in
Conamara, for my sins. My uncle Paddy was a great speaker of Irish
and also had a huge influence on me in this regard. When I went
into Secondary School in St Flannan’s college I had two great
teachers - one in particular, Liam Ash, lit a fire under me! He
spotted that I was interested in the language and after a hard day
teaching at St Flannan’s he would call in to see us at our house
Caherea and would teach me Irish – he was never offered money -
this was after my father had died and there was no money in the
house anyway. I had a poor start in Irish in primary school but got a
good leaving certificate thanks to these two teachers. I spoke Irish
in Dublin in the house I was renting with two lads who were native
speakers and became fluent. So, I moved down to Conamara so
that my children would learn Irish and that’s what we speak every
day.

BC: Not everything went well in Conomara? (Noel was assaulted at
Christmas in 2007 and suffered severe damage to his head, neck
and shoulders and was lucky to survive. His assailant is now serving
a 7-year sentence)

NH: The assault at Christmas in 2007 had an awful effect on me, it
stopped me playing for a long time, and aside from the physical
effect on me, it was like the tap that paid the bills had been turned
off – I’d been a professional musician all my life and suddenly I was
unable to fulfil the role – I’d no insurance, I still don’t, no support
structure in place. Two children and a mortgage to support and zero
coming in – it was a very difficult time and I had to force myself to
get back into teaching. It was a terribly difficult struggle. To this day
I still suffer from the damage that was done to me, it was the most
calamitous time of my life. I was on the verge of life, but I fought
back with that resilience I believe comes from my mother’s side of
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the family. I still find it hard to play - when I play hard for a long
period I pay the price afterwards, the pills get me through, but it’s
well worth it!! I am still in constant pain from the assault which
affected the nerves to my left side and hand, and now my right
hand is becoming weak.

It was nearly two years before I performed in concert after the
assault, I played with Frankie Gavin (he’s been a powerhouse of
support to me in Galway through the really bad times after I was
assaulted) and Arty McGlynn in the Corofin Festival.

BC: And now you are back into playing concerts and still teaching?

NH: Yes, I’ve managed to build that side of my professional career
back up. And I have a great deal of fun playing with my nephew
Jack (Talty  and Cormac Begley as a trio...... We can have anything
up to 20 concertinas on stage, bass to piccolo, and it’s great craic!

I started teaching concertina at the Willie Clancy Summer School
(with only 4 students) in 1976 – concertina was not being taught
anywhere else in those days – and there were no players on this
island you could go to for lessons. Now I still organise the concertina
classes there – last year we had 20 tutors and over 200 students. I
run the Irish Concertina school in Ballyvaughan, on the north coast
of County Clare, every year, and three or four similar courses
through July and August across America. And I have great classes
and players locally, in my Galway school and in my school down in
Ennis. And I work with Oidhreacht an Chláir (the Clare Institute for
Traditional Studies) in organising the Concertina Cruinniu each
February in Miltown Malbay, with some great concerts and classes.

BC: Noel, thanks for the time you’ve taken for this interview, and all
the best for your music in the coming years – your many fans have
a lot to be grateful for, and the Irish concertina has never been in
better hands.<>
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”Mbira Korositina”- Chartwell Dutiro and Mike Parnell
CD Review by Paul Walker

This is a ground-breaking album that defies comparison. A coming together
of two worlds - English/Irish culture meets and greets Zimbabwean; Anglo
concertina shares a stage with the mbira (thumb piano). You could compare
Dutiro and Parnell’s offering with recent output from the Afro Celt Sound
System except that there are none of the fiddle pyrotechnics of the latter,
none of the competition between bodhran and Africantalking drums. So
whereas the ACSS may be seen as a culture clash, Parnell and Dutiro
present a meld - not fusion in the usual sense.

The CD presents a hypnotic percussive feast where Shona stories telling of
the kitchen, lechery, oppression and hope are set to ethnic tapestries of
sound. Chiming thumb pianos are woven with harmonic Anglo concertina
rhythms, straying into the occasional Irish jig.

Mike Parnell suggests a parallel between Ireland and Zimbabwe - both
colonised by the British. The concertina taken over by 19th century
missionaries and soldiers being the common thread. The sleeve notes tell
also how the concertina integrates into Shona rhythms and mention the
existence of recordings from the past of Zimbabwean concertina players.

So the music on this CD is fused international wise, but a subtle delight.
The playing is of a high standard and Chartwell's multi-tracked singing is
both emotive and enticing. What really impresses about Mike's playing is his
restraint - gentle and lilting with a real understanding of the structure and
social function of the African performance. And with no desire to show off.

You have to delve in the sleeve notes for the meaning of the songs - the
lyrics are sung in Shona. So again this differs from say a collaboration
between Peter Gabriel and Youssou N'Dour.  But the CD works well on its
own terms. It's a treat from beginning to end.

[See the interview with Mike Parnell, also in this issue for details of the
mbira and where to buy the CD.] <>

Alistair Anderson & Dan Walsh ‘Right at Home’ Live CD (WMR
2017CD)
Review by Lea Kruplaw

In my ignorance I wondered why El Presidente (AA) should throw himself
into the fray, sharing the stage with a young upstart; way out of his
comfort zone, deep into foreign territory (Old Time, Bluegrass) where
English concertinas are an alien species. First off Dan Walsh despite his
relative youth is an adept.(He was a 2016 R2 BBC Folk Awards nominee).
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Matching the concertina note-for-note, with all the limitations of a five
string banjo, on Northumbrian tunes. Authentically delivering American
songs with his shirt sleeves rolled up & with nary a hint of an Appalachian
twang. The words "stamp of authority" spring to mind as Walsh’s rippling
finger style supports his vocals. Track seven “White Water” is a good
example of this.
Is there a need for yet another live CD?  ‘Right at Home’ answers a definite
affirmative. Recorded at Mount Hooley Dec 2016 before an enthusiastic
audience, it’s value stands as far more than a memento of that evening.

Any loss in accuracy is more than compensated for by the excitable and
unpredictable nature of two players at the top of their game trading licks.
Indeed the more one listens to the CD is clear that the direction of influence
is a two way street. So, the CD reveals not so much Alistair Anderson
dabbling in hillbilly music, as Dan Walsh transferring all the innate
syncopation  found in traditional music from across the pond  into e.g.
traditional triple time hornpipes and Alistair Anderson's own northern
compositions. As the CD comes to a close, however, we find Alistair
Anderson effortlessly moving up a gear. For the encore, he switches to an
immaculate rendition on Northumbrian pipes (his second instrument!) onto
the fabulous  home-grown competition composition ’The Road to the North.’
It would be curmudgeonly to be overcritical-however just so that this review
is not a white wash, I will point out that sometimes Mr Anderson's
improvisation involves little more than going up and down the scale (e.g.
‘Rolling in my Sweet Baby’s Arms’. Indeed he could learn something from
Dan Walsh’s more inventive solos. As for Dan Walsh his version of ‘Good
Morning Mr Railroad Man’ is not a patch on Bozz Scagg’s version of ‘Waiting
for a Train’ .(A different version of the same song made famous by Jimmy
Rodgers). Walsh just doesn't manage that relaxed swing in his vocal
delivery.
To conclude we have Alistair Anderson yet again giving a masterclass in
how to encourage a rising star and learn from him, taking risks and
pushing his own playing into new heights in another area. If you're a fan of
AA, wild improvisation or merely curious as to whether the English
concertina can live with US style percussive frailling- the album is essential
listening. <>
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WCCP October 2017

Stephanie Hill

My name is Steph, I am 13 years old and have been to West Coun-
try Concertina Players October Weekend at Kilve in Somerset twice
with the help of a Bursary from the club.

I play the English concertina. The first time I went to Kilve I was the
only young person and I was an absolute beginner and was loaned
an instrument by the club, but I felt very welcomed and learnt lots
and even came away with my own instrument!

This year, I went into the English Concertina ensemble group. Our
tutor Sally taught us several tunes in different parts which we
played to everyone at the showcase session on Sunday afternoon
when each group demonstrates what they have learnt. Everyone is
so kind, helpful and supportive. The weekend is amazing and filled
with lots of laughs as well as learning and I would recommend it to
anyone of any age who is interested.

There must be more young people who would like a chance to learn
to play the Concertina if they knew about the opportunity. It would
be great to have a group of young people playing concertinas to-
gether and learning some good tunes from the Oldies! <>

See cover for WCCP March 2018 event. PS
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WCCP Kilve weekend
16-18 March 2018

thewccp.org
see inside cover

19th annual Scandinavian Squeeze-In
   April 27-29, 2018

  Torna Hällestad, Skåne (southern Sweden)
http://www.nonce.dk/SSI/

ssi@nonce.dk

Saturday 6 May 2018
AGM of the International Concertina Association

in cooperation with WCCP

Germany
http://www.concertinas.de

4 - 6. May 2018

Swaledale Concertina weekend
18-20 May 2018

www.swaledalesqueeze.org.uk

 Anne Gregson and band
     Christmas Carols

www.concertina.org


